Welcome to the World Quilt

Designed and made by Sally Ablett

Size: 38” x 44”
Block: 6½” x 6½”

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS (Welcome to the World Collection)

**DESIGN 1**
- Fabric 1: ½yd - ½m - A214.1 (Animal parents with babies blue)
- Fabric 2: fat ¼ - A215.2 (Parachuting babies on pink)
- Fabric 3: ¾yd - 30cm - A216.1 (Marching elephant family blue)
- Fabric 4: ¾yd - 30cm - A217.1 (Little grey stars)
- Fabric 5: fat ¼ - A218.3 (Welcome to the world pink on grey)
- Fabric 6: ¾yd - 75cm - BB96 (Blush)
- Fabric 7: long ¼ - BB110 (Rock)
- Wadding and backing 42” x 48”

**DESIGN 2**
- Fabric 1: ½yd - ½m - A214.2 (Animal parents with babies grey on light mint)
- Fabric 2: fat ¼ - A215.1 (Parachuting babies on pink)
- Fabric 3: ¾yd - 30cm - A216.3 (Marching elephant family grey on grey)
- Fabric 4: ¾yd - 30cm - A217.3 (Little blue stars)
- Fabric 5: fat ¼ - A218.1 (Welcome to the world white & grey)
- Fabric 6: ¾yd - 75cm - BB96 (Blush)
- Fabric 7: long ¼ - BB95 (Mint)
- Wadding and backing 42” x 48”

**DESIGN 3**
- Fabric 1: ½yd - ½m - A214.3 (Animal parents with babies pink on grey)
- Fabric 2: fat ¼ - A215.3 (Parachuting babies on pink)
- Fabric 3: ¾yd - 30cm - A216.2 (Marching elephant family pink on grey)
- Fabric 4: ¾yd - 30cm - A217.2 (Little pink stars)
- Fabric 5: fat ¼ - A218.2 (Welcome to the world blue)
- Fabric 6: ¾yd - 75cm - BB99 (Baby blue)
- Fabric 7: long ¼ - BB94 (Light grey)
- Wadding and backing 42” x 48”
CUTTING
Use ¼" seam allowance throughout. Press all seams open unless otherwise noted.

1. From fabric 1 cut:
   21 x 5" x 5"
2. From fabric 2 cut:
   21 x 3½" x 3½"
3. From fabric 3 cut:
   21 x 3¾" x 3¾" cut in half diagonally once
4. From fabric 4 cut:
   21 x 3½" x 3¾" cut in half diagonally once
5. From fabric 5 cut:
   21 x 3½" x 3½"
6. From fabric 6 cut:
   42 x 1¼" x 6½"
   42 x 1¼" x 5"
7. From fabric 7 cut:
   2 x 1½" x 42½"
   2 x 1½" x 38½"

PIECING

Block 1

1a. Take one 5" fabric 1 square, and join two 1¼" x 5" fabric 6 strips to opposite sides of square
b. Add two 1¼" x 6½" fabric 6 strips to top and bottom edges to complete block which should measure 6½" square

DESIGN 1

DESIGN 2

DESIGN 3

2. Repeat to make 21 blocks in total

Block 2

1a. Join one, 3¾" fabric 3 triangle to one, 3¾" fabric 4 triangle to make one Half Square Triangle (HST) unit
b. Make a second HST unit
1a. Take one 3½” fabric 2 square, and one 3½” fabric 5 square and pair them with the HST units to make block

2a. Block should measure 6½” square

3. Make twelve blocks in total

**Block 3**

1a. Make two HST units as before with 3⅞” fabric 3 and 4 triangles

b. Pair HST units with 3½” fabric 2 and 5 squares to make block

2. Make nine blocks in total which should measure 6½” square

**ASSEMBLY**

1. Refer to main diagram and arrange blocks into seven rows of six blocks, alternating block 1 with blocks 2 and 3

2. Join blocks together in rows and then join rows together

3. Add 1½” x 42½” fabric 7 strips to opposite sides of quilt top and 1½” x 38½” fabric 7 strips to top and bottom edges to complete quilt top

**COMPLETION**

1a. Make quilt sandwich with quilt top, wadding and backing

b. Pin or baste layers

2. Quilt as desired

3. Cut 2½” strips from fabric 6 and double bind edges of quilt